
PREFACE

Thank you for purchasing our vehicle, and welcome to our world-wide family of

BASHAN owners. We proudly produce an exciting line of utility and recreational

products. We believe BASHAN sets a standard of excellence for all utility and

recreational vehicles manufactured in the world today. Many years of experience have

gone into the engineering, design, and development of our ATV, making it the finest

machine we've ever produced.

For safe and enjoyable operation of your vehicle, be sure to follow the instructions and

recommendations in this owner's manual. Your manual contains instructions for minor

maintenance, ATV specifications, and drive safety. Due to this manual you can know

necessary skill of ATV driving. Otherwise owners may find out parts you need out of

part's shape, name, coding or composed relationships through this manual, but for our

products are in continue developing, can this make some difference between real object

and image, please according to real object.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
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Safety decals and locations
Warning decals have been placed on the ATV for your protection. Read and follow the instructions of the decals on
the ATV carefully. If any of the decals depicted in this manual differ from the decals on your ATV, always read and
follow the instructions of the decals on the ATV.
If any decal becomes illegible or comes off, contact your Polaris dealer to purchase a replacement. Replacement
safety decals are provided by Polaris at no charge. The part number is printed on the decal.

WARNING

Improperly riding vehicle may cause severe injury or death:

Always use an approved helmet and protective gear, otherwise it may cause severe injury or death.

Never operate an ATV on a public street, road or highway, including a dirt or gravel road.

Never carrying a passenger on an ATV, it could result in loss of control and accident.

Never operating the ATV after consuming alcohol or drugs, it may cause hallucination, distraction and disability and result in an accident.

Never drive under bad spirit and tired situation.

The engine exhaust from this product contains chemicals known to cause cancer or other reproductive harm.

So never start the engine or let it run in an enclosed area.

Properly riding to avoid vehicle overturns on hills and rough terrain, and in turns.

Avoid paved surfaces, which may adversely affect handling and control.

PROHIBITED: Operate without proper training or instruction.

PROHIBITED: Operate on public highway. A collision can occur with another vehicle.

PROHIBITED: Take ALCOHOL or DRUGS before or while operating this vehicle.

PROHIBITED: Carry Passengers.

PROHIBITED: Drive in tired condition or bad spirit.

PROHIBITED: Start the engine or let it run in an enclosed area.

PROHIBITED: Operate at speed beyond your skills or the conditions.

PROHIBITED: anyone under 10 years of age to operate this ATV.

PROHIBITED



Warning

Your helmet is the most important satey unit of protective gear for riding. A helmet can prevent a severe head injury. Select an approved

helmet that meets safety standards in your state.

stickers shall be placed on the left and right side of the ATV for your protection.

Read and follow the instructions of the decals on the ATV carefully. Always read and follow the instructions of the decals on the ATV.

The safety alert warning sticker indicates a potential hazard that may cause serious injury or death.

The safety alert caution sticker indicates a potential hazard that may cause minor injury or damage to the vehicle.

Serious injury or death can result if you do not follow these instructions and procedures, outlined in further detail within your

owner's manual.

Never operate an ATV without proper instruction. Please take an ATV training course before operating any ATVs.

Never permit others to operate the ATV unless others have read this manual and all product labels and has completed a certified safety

training course.

Never operate an ATV without wearing an approved helmet that fits properly. Always wear eye protection (goggles or face shield), gloves,

boots, a long-sleeved shirt or jacket, and long pants.

Never consume alcohol or drugs before or while operating an ATV.

Always avoid riding an ATV on paved surfaces, including pavillion, driveways, parking lots, and express way.

Never operate at excessive speed. Travel at speed appropriate for the terrain, visibility and operating conditions, and your experience.

Never attempt wheelies, jumps or other stunts.

Always check your ATV and make surethat it is in normal operating condition before operation.

Always follow the inspection and maintenance

procedures and schedules outlined in your owner's manual.

Always keep both hands on the handlebars and both feet on the footrests of the ATV during operation.

Always travel slowly with extra caution while operating on unfamiliar terrain. Be alert to changing terrain conditions.

Never operate on excessively rough, slippery or loose terrain.

WARNING STICKER

Safe riding gear

helmet
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This vehicle is an ADULT VEHICLE ONLY. Operation is prohibited for anyone under 10 years old.

When you purchase your new ATV, your dealer will offer a hands-on safety training course that covers all aspects of vehicle safety.

You provided with printed materials that explain safe operating procedures. You should review this information on a regular basis.

This is an off-road vehicle. Be familiar with all the laws and regulations concerning the operation of the ATV in your area.

We strongly advise you to strictly follow the recommended maintenance procedure outlined in your owner's manual. This preventive

Maintenance program is designed to ensure that all critical components on your vehicle are thoroughly inspected at specific intervals.

Know your vehicle

As the operator of the vehicle, you shall be responsible for your personal safety, the safety of others, and the protection of th environment.

Read and understand your owner's manual, which includes valuable information about all aspects of your vehicle, including safe operating

Procedures.

This ATV is not a toy. It is much more difficult to operate than other vehicles, such as motorcycles and cars. A collision or rollover can occur

quickly, even during routine maneuvers like turning, or driving on hills or over obstacles, if you fail to take proper precautions.

Safe training
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Always wear clothing suited for riding. Riding ATV requires special protective clothing for comfort and to reduce the chance of injury.

Always wear long sleeves and long trousers to protect arms and legs. Riding trousers with kneepads and a jersey with shoulder pads provide

the best protection.

Do not depend on sunglasses for proper eye protection. A pair of goggles or a helmet face shield offers the best protection for your eyes. They

Should be kept clean and be of shatterproof design

Off-road style gloves with knuckle pads are the best for comfort and protection.

Clothing

Eye protection

Gloves

Boots

The best footwear is a pair of strong over-the-calf boots with heels, such as motor-cross boots.



Operator safety

Loading capacity INCLUDE DRIVER LOAD VEHICLE TATALLY 142KG

TIRE PRESSURE FRONT 27.6~68.9KPa REAR KPa

Improper tire pressure or overloading can cause loss of control resulting in severe injury or death.

Reduce speed and allow greater distance for braking while carrying cargo. Overloading or carrying tall, off-center, or unsecured loads will

increase your risk of losing control. , carried as low as possible, and firmly secured to the racks. With dual racks,

load distribution 1/3 front 2/3 rear is best. For stability on rough or hilly terrain, reduce speed and cargo. Do not block headlight. Be careful if

load extends over the side of the rack.

Rack loads IF HAVE RACK FRONT 5KG REAR 10KG

Do not tow from rack or bumper .Vehicle damage or tip over may cause severe injury or death. Tow only from tow hooks or hitch.

Operation of this vehicle without the air filter element will severely damage the engine.

Clean pre-filter element often, more frequently cleaning required in dusty conditions. Do not operate vehicle before cleaning.

Operation of this vehicle without engine breather filter(s) can cause engine damage. Consult owner's manual or dealer for details.

Never operate on hills too steep for the ATV or for your abilities Practice on smaller hills before attempting larger hills.

Always follow proper procedures for climbing hills, Check the terrain carefully before ascending a hill. Never climb hills with excessively

slippery of loose surfaces. Keep your weight forward. Never open the throttle suddenly or make sudden gear changes. Never go over the top

Of a hill at high speed.

Always follow proper procedures for going downhill and for braking on hills. Check the terrain carefully before you ride down a hill. Keep

TIRE

WARNING

WARNING

27.6~68.9

Loading

Air cleaning filter

DRIVING ATTENTION:

Loads should be centered
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your weight backward. Never go down a hill at high speed. Avoid going down a hill at an angle, which would cause the vehicle to lean

sharply to one side. Travel straight down the hill when possible.

Always follow proper procedures for crossing the side of a hill. Avoid hills with excessively slippery or loose surfaces. Keep your weight to

the uphill side of the ATV. Never attempt to turn the ATV around on any hill until you've mastered (on level ground) the turning skill outlined

in this manual. Avoid crossing the side of a steep hill when possible.

.Always follow proper procedures if you stall or roll backwards while climbing a hill. To avoid stalling, maintain a steady speed when

climbing a hill. If you stall or roll backwards, follow the special procedure for braking described in this manual. Always dismount on the

uphill side, or to either side if the ATV is pointed straight uphill. Turn the ATV around and remount following the procedure described in this

manual.

Never attempt to operate over large obstacles, such as rocks or fallen trees. Always follow proper procedures when operating over obstacles as

described in this manual.

Always be careful of skidding or sliding. On slippery surfaces like ice, travel slowly with extra caution to reduce the chance of skidding or

sliding out of control.

Avoid operating the ATV through deep or fast-flowing water. If it's unavoidable, travel slowly, balance your weight carefully, avoid sudden

movements, and maintain a slow and steady forward motion. Don not make sudden turns of stops, and do not make sudden throttle changes.

Always check for obstacles or people behind the ATV before operating in reverse. When it's safe to proceed in reverse, move slowly and avoid

turning at sharp angles.

Wet brakes may have reduced stopping ability. Always check the brakes after leaving water. If necessary, apply them several times to let

friction dry out the pads.

Reduce speed when carrying cargo or pulling a trailer. Based on manual allow a greater distance for braking.

on an ATV any equipment that may increase the speed or power of the vehicle, or make any other modifications to the vehicle for these

purposes. Any modifications to the original equipment of the vehicle create a substantial safety hazard and increase the risk of bodily injury.

The warranty on your ATV is terminated if any equipment has been added to the vehicle, or if any modifications have been made to the vehicle.

I

We are concerned about the safety of our customers and for the general public. Therefore, we strongly recommend that consumers do not

install

nstruction to using brake

Modification Attention
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NOTE: The addition of certain accessories, including (but not limited to) mowers, blades, tires, sprayers, or large racks, may change the

handling characteristics of the vehicle. Adopt only approved accessories of our company, and familiarize yourself with their function and

POTENTIAL HAZARD and HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Operating this ATV without following instruction

The risk of an accident is greatly increased if the operator does not know how to operate the ATV properly in different situations and on

different types of terrain.

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

Beginning and inexperienced operators should complete the certified training course offered by dealer. Operators should regularly practice the

skills learned in the course and the operating skill described in the owner's manual.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Carrying a passenger on an ATV.

Carrying a passenger greatly reduces the operator's ability to balance and control the ATV, which could cause an accident and injury to the

operator and/or passenger.

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZAR

Never carry a passenger. The purpose of the long seat is to allow the operator to shift position as needed during operation. It is not intended

For carrying passengers.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Failure to follow the age recommendations for this ATV.

RISK

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

WARNING
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No one under the age of 10

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Operating this ATV on public streets, roads or highway.

The ATV could collide with another vehicle.

Never operate the ATV on any public street, road or highway, including dirt and gravel roads. In many areas and countries it's illegal to

operate ATVs on public streets, roads and highways.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Operating an ATV on paved surfaces, including sidewalks, paths, parking lots, and driveways.

ATV tires are designed for off-road use. Operating on paved surfaces may seriously affect the handling and control of the ATV and could

Result in loss of control, accident, and /or injury.

H

Avoid operating the ATV on pavement. If it's unavoidable, travel slowly and avoid sudden turns or stops.

Severe injury and/or death could occur if a child who is under the minimum age recommendation operates an ATV. Even though a child may

be

within the recommended age group for operating some ATVs, he/she may not have the skills, abilities, or judgment needed to operate an ATV

safely and could be susceptible to accident or injury.

should operate any ATVs

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

OW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING
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POTENTIAL HAZARD: Operating this ATV without wearing an approved helmet, eye protection and protective clothing.

Operating an ATV without an approved helmet increases the risk of a severe head injury or death in the event of an accident. Operating

without eye protection could result in an accident and could increase the chance of a severe injury in the event of an accident.

Always wear an approved helmet that fits properly. Always wear eye protection (goggles or face shield). gloves, boots, long-sleeved shirt or

jacket, and long pants.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Operating the ATV after consuming alcohol or drugs.

Consumption of alcohol and/or drugs could seriously affect operator judgment. Reaction time may be slower and operator balance and

Perception could be affected. IT could result in an accident causing severe injury or death.

Never consume alcohol or drugs before or while operating an ATV.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Operating the ATV at excessive speeds.

Excessive speed increases the operator's chance of losing control of the ATV, which can result in an accident.

Always operate the ATV at a speed that's proper for the terrain, visibility and operating conditions, and your experience.

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING
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POTENTIAL HAZARD: Attempting wheelies, jumps and other stunts.

Attempting stunts increases the chance of an accident, including an overturn.

Never attempt wheelies, jumps, or other stunts. Avoid exhibition driving.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Failure to inspect the ATV before operating.

Poor maintenance increases the possibility of an accident or equipment damage.

Always inspect your ATV especially ensure fastener nuts tightness of important parts before each use to make sure it's in safe operating

condition.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Removing hands from the handlebars or feet from the footrests during operation.

Removing even one hand or foot can reduce ability to control the vehicle or could cause loss of balance and ejection from the ATV. If the

Operator's foot is not firmly planted on the footrest, it could come into contact with the rear wheels and lead to accident or injury.

Always keep both hands on the handlebars and both feet on the footrests of the ATV during operation.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Failure to use extra caution when operating the ATV on unfamiliar terrain.

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING
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Unfamiliar terrain may contain hidden rocks, bumps, or holes that could cause loss of control or overturn and lead to accident or injury.

Travel slowly and use extra caution when operating on unfamiliar terrain, always be alert to changing terrain conditions.

POTENTIAL HAZARD:

Failure to use extra caution when operating on excessively rough,slippery or loose terrain.

Operating on excessively rough, slippery or loose terrain could cause loss of traction or loss of control, which could result in an accident or

overturn.

Do not operate on excessively rough, slippery or loose terrain until you're learned and practiced the skills necessary to control the ATV on

such terrain.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Turning improperly

Improper turns could cause loss of control and lead to a collision or overturn.

Always follow proper procedures for turning as described in the owner's manual. Practice turning at slow speeds before attempting to turn at

Faster speeds. Never turn at excessive speed.

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING
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POTENTIAL HAZARD: Operating on excessively steep hills.

The vehicle may overturn.

Never operate on hills too steep for the ATV of for your abilities.

Never operate the ATV on hills steeper than 10 Practice on smaller hills before attempting large hills.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Climbing hills improperly.

Improper hill climbing could cause loss of control or overturn.

Always follow proper procedures for climbing hills as described in the owner's manual.

Always check the terrain carefully before ascending any hill.

Never operate the ATV on hills steeper than 10

Never climb hills with excessively slippery or loose surfaces. Shift your weight forward.

Never open the throttle suddenly while traveling uphill. The ATV could flip over backwards.

Never go over the top of any hill at high speed. An obstacle, a sharp drop, or another vehicle or person could be on the other side of the hill.

POTENTIAL HAZARD:

Traveling downhill improperly.

Improperly descending a hill could cause loss of control or overturn and lead to injury or death.

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN
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A special technique is required when braking while traveling downhill.

Always check the terrain carefully before descending a hill. Shift your weight backward.

Never travel down a hill at high speed.

Avoid traveling down a hill at an angle, which would cause the vehicle to lean sharply to one side. Travel straight down the hill when possible.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Improperly crossing hills and turning on hills.

Improperly crossing or turning as hills could cause loss of control or overturn and lead to injury or death.

Never attempt to turn the ATV around on any hill until you've mastered the turning technique as described in the owner's manual. Use extra

caution when turning on any hill. Avoid crossing the side of a steep hill.

Avoid hills with excessively slippery or loose surfaces.

POTENTIAL HAZARD:

Stalling, rolling backwards of improperly dismounting while climbing a hill.

The vehicle could cause loss of control or overturn and lead to injury or death.

Keep steady speed when climbing a hill. If all forward speed is lost, keep your weight uphill.

If ATV begins rolling backwards, apply the brakes.

Lock the parking brake when fully stopped.

If the ATV begins rolling backwards, keep weight uphill; never apply engine power; never apply the rear brake while rolling backwards.

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD
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Apply the single-lever brake gradually.

When fully stopped, apply the rear brake as well, and then lock the parking brake,

Dismount on uphill side, or to either side if ATV is pointed straight uphill.

Turn the ATV around and remount.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Improperly operating over obstacles.

Operating over obstacles could cause loss of control or overturn and lead to injury or death.

Before operating in a unfamiliar area, check for obstacles. Avoid operating over large obstacles such as rocks and fallen trees if possible, If

unavoidable, take extreme caution and always follow proper procedures as outlined in the owner's manual.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Skidding or sliding.

Skidding or sliding can cause loss of control. If the tires regain traction unexpectedly, the ATV could overturn.

Avoid skidding or sliding, on slippery surfaces such as ice, travel slowly and take extra caution to reduce the chance of skidding or sliding out

of control.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Improperly operating in reverse.

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN
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The ATV could collide with an obstacle or person, resulting in severe injury.

Before shifting into reverse gear, always check for obstacles or people behind the ATV. When it's safe to proceed, back slowly.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Operating the ATV through deep or fast-flowing water.

Tires may float, causing loss of traction and loss of control, which could lead to an accident or overturn.

Avoid operating the ATV through deep or fast-flowing water. If it's unavoidable to enter water that exceeds the recommended maximum depth

,travel slowly, balance your weight carefully, avoid sudden movements, and maintain a slow and steady forward motion. Do not make sudden

turns or stops, and do not make sudden throttle changes. Wet brakes may have reduced stopping ability. Always test the brakes after leaving

water. If necessary, apply them several times to let friction dry out the pads.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Operating this ATV with improper tires, or with improper or uneven tire pressure.

It could cause loss of control or accident and resulting in injury to adopt improper tires, or operation of the ATV with improper of uneven tire

pressure.

Always adopt size and type of the tires specified for the ATV. Always maintain proper tire pressure as specified.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Operating the ATV with improper modifications.

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WHAT CAN HAPPEN:

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

WARNING
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Improper installation of accessories or modification of the ATV may cause changes in handling which could lead to an accident resulting in

injury or death.

Never modify the ATV through improper installation or use of accessories. All parts and accessories added to the vehicle must be genuine our

company or equivalent components designed for use on this ATV and should be installed and used according to approved instructions. See

your local authorized dealer for more information.

WARNING

POTENTIAL HAZARD:

Overloading the ATV or carrying/towing cargo improperly.

Overloading and towing can cause changes in vehicle handling, which could lead to loss of control or an accident.

Never exceed the stated load capacity for this ATV. Never carry passengers.

Cargo should be properly distributed and securely attached.

Reduce speed when carrying cargo or pulling a trailer. Allow a greater distance for braking.

Always follow the instructions in the owner's manual for carrying cargo or pulling a trailer.

POTENTIAL HAZARD: Operating on frozen bodies of water.

Severe injury or death can happen if the ATV and/or the operator fall through the ice for loss of control

Never operate the ATV on a frozen body of water.

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD:

WHAT CAN HAPPEN

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD

WARNING

HOW TO AVOID THE HAZARD
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CONTROLS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Main Switch

Rhombic Light

Left Handlebar

Right Handlebar

Rear Fender

13

14

15

16

17

18

Seat

Front Wheel

Muffler

Location

Rear Wheel

Engine
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front shock absorber

Bumper

Footstand

Rear Shock Absorber

Tail light

Front Fender

Tank Cap



Main switch

Main switch is located on the front side of the vehicle.

There are ON " "and OFF on the switch.

Turn the key to , main switch is turned off, the engine can not be started. The key can be removed.

Turn the key to , the engine can be started, main switch is turned on, and the key can not be removed.

Main Switch

Leaving the keys in the ignition can lead to unauthorized use of the vehicle

resulting in serious injury or death. Always remove the ignition key when the

vehicle is not in use. Remove the spare key and store it in a safe place. If both keys

Are lost, the ignition switch must be replaced.

WARNING

Emergency Switch

Press the emergency switch to start the engine; press

again to stop the engine. The purpose is to provide

operator with a quick means of engine shutdown in

case of an emergency.

Parking Brake Lever

To start the engine, turn the stop switch and main

switch on the position. Squeeze the clutch lever

by left hand, and step the brake pedal by right foot.

Release the key when the engine starts.

Control LeverLeft

Stop e parking brake.

hold R-handbar lever tightly to engage the brake.
Push the brake lever forward to release the front
wheel.

Electric Start Button

1

2

3

4

5

Electric Start Button

Stop Switch

Handle Rubber
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Main switch

High and dipped Beam Switch

Illuminate Switch



Accelerator controller

Throttle controls is located on the right side of handlebar.

Throttle Lever

Engine speed and vehicle movement are controlled by pressing the throttle lever .

The throttle lever is spring loaded. Engine speed returns to idle when the lever is released.

Speed Limit Screw:

Operating an ATV with sticking or improperly operating throttle controls could cause an accident and lead to severe injury or death.

Never start or operate an ATV with a sticking or improperly operating throttle. Always contact your dealer for service if throttle problems

arise.

the throttle system can result in an accident if the throttle lever sticks during

operation.

●

①

Loosen the tightening nut, twist the adjust screw to control the maximum speed. Twist

the screw counter to increase the speed, and clockwise to decrease the speed. Tighten the

Tightening screw when adjusting the speed.

Failure to check or maintain proper maintance operation of

②

WARNING

WARNING

Activate the starter for a maximum of 5 seconds. It only can be started again in 10 seconds when releasing the key.

Operating the ATV while the parking brake is engaged could result in an accident and serious injury or death. Always check to be sure that the

parking brake is disengaged before operating.

The parking brake may come loose if left on for a long period of time. Always place blocks by the wheels to prevent rolling of the ATV..

-18-

2

1

Brake Fluid Level

Check the brake fluid level frequently for the brake system. The reservoir is located under the seat or near the brake. Maintain the Fluid level

between the maximum and minimum marks.

Always test hand brake lever travel and master cylinder fluid level before riding. When pressed, the handle should feel firm. Any sponginess

would

CAUTION:

The rear is the brake pedal by left hand Around this vehicle the drum checks， .

●

●Main Brake



Gear Shifting●

The

carburetor

Caution:

Carburetor is a precision instrument; please do not dismantle it without professional knowledge.

●

gearbox is automatic gearbox.

Has the possibility is the brake lining attrition which must be corrected before riding. Contact your dealer for

proper diagnosis and repairs.

，

Operating the ATV with low brake fluid level can result in loss of braking,

which could cause an accident.

Operating the ATV with a spongy brake pedal can result in loss of braking,

Which could cause an accident.

Operating the ATV with leak disc brake tube or disc brake pump can result in

No braking, which could cause an accident.

WARNING

-19-

The fuel valve is located on the left side of tank bottom.

The switch up means it is in auxiliary fuel condition. It is suggested.

The switch in the middle means the fuel valve is turned off. It is used for vehicle

storage and when transporting. The switch down means the fuel valve is in the

normal operation or auxiliary oil condition. The in-line fuel filter should be

replaced by your dealer after every 100 hours of operation, or annually.

Do not attempt to clean the fuel filter.

●Fuel Valve, Fuel Filter

Fuel Valve

Main Brake

Please check the intake valve of carburetor regularly, in order to avoid accident, please make sure if there is debris

If there is a jam in carburetor, please ask for clearance in the professional maintenance

shop or dealer. Please check if there is oil leaking before riding, if there is, please repair before riding.
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① ① idle adjusting screw ②draining oil screw idle adjustment

Start the engine and warm the cylinder up to 95℃℃

：

Put the engine tachometer to the engine, or with a remoter.

Turning the idle adjusting screw with timing way can enlarge idle, Turning the screw with the

betraying the timing way could reduce the idle,

when the tachometer fluctuates between 1400r/min and 1600r/min, please stops.

The best proper way of engine idle adjustment must be taken under certain temperature.

Do not attempt to adjust the idle in other system; you can adjust it in professional

maintenance shop or dealer shop.

Caution

1

2



●

① ②

●

●

battery
Caution

Electrolyte is poisonous, please dispose it properly, and treat it according to the national or local environment regulations.

Please take out the battery if the vehicle will be not used for a long time, after full of charging, put it in dry circumstance.

If you want to keep the battery in the vehicle, you should disconnect the wires with the anode of the battery, and then disconnect the anode of

the battery, do not have cathode or anode contacted the metal in order to avoid short circuit.

If the electrolytes touch your skin, you can wash it with water.

If the electrolyte touch your eyes, please wash it at once no less than 15 seconds and then ask for the doctor'help.

Electrolyte is poisonous, if you drink careless, you can drink much of water or milk and ask the doctor'help at once

Do not let the kids touch. Before putting the battery into box, please cut the cathode firstly and then the anode.

Keep far away of the spark, flame and cigarette , because battery can disperse poisonous gas.

Please make sure there is ventilation if use the

battery in a closed environment, or cause a explosion to dead.

The electrolyte is in battery, it could cause serious damage if touch the skin or eyes.

anode cathode

, if yes,

Please wash it at once.

Air filter

Clean the air filter every 30 days at least, if it works under the damp or dusty environment, please wash it more frequently.

Cleaning process.

Remove air filter from frame of vehicle.

Drain the dust or sediment out of the intake valve by high-pressure of air current.

Warning

Engine cooling system

Caution

This engine is air cooling.

ylinder headKeep regularly check the c if there is dust in, if yes, please wash it at once.

1 2
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Fit the air filter by the way of negative direction of withdraw.

Please regularly check the intact of the air filter and maintain or clean or replace it if it is broken.

Caution:

Please use unleaded gasoline no less than 92#.

Gasoline is highly flammable and explosive under certain conditions. Always with extreme caution whenever handling gasoline.

Always refuel with the engine stopped, and outdoors or in a well ventilated area.

Do not smoke or allow flames or sparks in or near the area where refueling is performed or where gasoline is stored. Do not overfill the tank.

Do not fill the tank neck.

If gasoline spills on your skin or clothing,

wash it immediately with soap and water and change clothing.

Turn the fuel valve off whenever the ATV is stored or parked.

Never refuel in a close environment. It may cause injury to body by the steam volatilized by gasoline.

No smoking and sparks are allowed during refueling. It may cause explosion or fire with people get injury or died.

Pay attention to the lubricating oil

The break-in period for your new ATV is defined as the first 20 hours of operation, or the time it takes to use the first four full tanks of

gasoline. No single action on your part is as important as following the procedures for a proper break-in. Careful treatment of a new engine

will result in more efficient performance and longer life for the engine. Perform the following procedures carefully.

Overheat build-up during the first 5 hours of operation will damage close-fitted engine parts. Do not operate at full throttle or high speed for

Extended periods during the first 5 fours of use .Using different brands or non-recommended oil may cause serious engine damage.

Caution

Fuel Safety

Warning

CAUTION

Do not wash the filter element with petrol or other impregnant,

Because the filter element is made of and other kind of petrol or the

impregnant is explosive, or it would cause an explosion or fire.

Please do not start the engine without the air filter, or it could accelerate the abrasion.

Operation of your vehicle without a breather filter can cause engine damage. Always reinstall the breather filter after removing for service.

●

●

●

Gather the ammonia grease

OPERATION

Air filter
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OPERATION

We recommend the use of Premium synthetic Oil or another SAE15W/40-SE, or SE, SF, SC

API certified SH oil. Never substitute or mix oil brands. Check the oil reservoir level on the dipstick Add oil if necessary to maintain the level

between the safe and add marks. Drive slowly at first. Select an open area that allows room to familiarize yourself

with vehicle operation and handling. Perform regular checks on fluid levels, during the break-in period; change

both the oil and the filter at 20 hours, 200 miles, or one month, whichever comes first?

Warning

If a proper inspection is not done before each use, severe injury or death could result. Always inspect the

vehicle before each use to ensure it's in proper operating condition.

● Pre-Ride Inspection

WARNING

It would cause severe injury or accident of death if there is lack of proper . Make sure the

vehicle is under the good condition for riding.

Inspect items before riding

inspeciton

Remark

Ensure proper operation

Ensure proper level(if applicable)

Ensure proper operation(if applicable)

Inspect, lubricate if necessary

Inspect, lubricate if necessary

Ensure free operation

Inspect condition and pressure

Inspect, ensure fastener tightness

Check normal or not

Wear helmet, goggles, protective clothing

Item

Frame nuts, bolts, fasteners

Fuel and oil

Coolant level (if applicable)

Coolant hoses (if applicable)

Indicator lights/switch

Engine stop switch

Air filter, pre-filter

Air box sediment tube

Brake light/tail light

Remark

Inspect, ensure each nuts and
bolts tightness

Ensure proper levels

Ensure proper level(if applicable)

Ensure operation

Ensure operation

Ensure operation

Inspect, clean

Drain deposits whenever visible

Check normal or not

Item

Brake system/lever travel

Brake fluid

Auxiliary brake

Front suspension

Rear suspension

Steering

Tires

Wheels rim /fasteners

Headlight

Riding gear
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the Engine

Starting a Warm Engine

Warm engine does normally require the use of the choke. Using the choke can cause the spark plug to become wet fouled.

Park the vehicle on a level surface with the transmission in PARK. 2.Lock the parking brake, turn the fuel tank valve on, sit on the vehicle,

and turn the engine stop switch to RUN.

If the engine has cooled to a point where it does not readily start, pull the choke continously (knob pulled half way out) may be necessary.

If the engine is over-choked when heating, depress the throttle lever fully while cranking to aid in starting.

●Staring

Start the Cold Engine

Turn the fuel tank valve on. Turn the ignition key to the ON position to engage the starter.

Sit on the vehicle and place the transmission in PARK or neutral, pull the choke knob out until engin starts..

If the engine slows or stops, place the choke knob half way in to allow proper engine warm-up.

Make the engine RPM vary slightly with the throttle to aid in warm-up. When the engine idles smoothly, push the choke completely in.

The variable choke is at full choke on when the knob is pulled completely out. The choke is off when the knob is pushed

completely in.

The choke can be adjusted gradually, depending on how much choke is needed for starting. Be sure the choke is off during operation, as excess

fuel washing in to the engine oil will speed up wearing on engine components.

Activate the starter for a maximum of five seconds, releasing the key when the vehicle starts. If the engine does not start, release the starter

and wait five seconds. Activate the starter for another five seconds if necessary. Repeat this procedure until the engine starts.

Running the vehicle immediately after starting could cause engine damage. Allow the engine to warm up for several minutes before operating

the

vehicle.

Engine exhaust contains poisonous carbon monoxide and can cause loss of consciousness resulting in severe injury or death.

CAUTION:

WARNING

WARNING

●
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Release the throttle lever immediately after the engine starts. If the engine does not start and all conditions are favorable, change the spark

plug and try again.

Proper tire pressure can make the riding more comfortable and prolong

The using time. Often check the tire pressure and adjust it when

Necessary.

●Wheel installation

pressure Kpa)

tire size

（ Front wheel:27.6~68.9

145/70-6

Rear wheel:27.6~68.9

145/70-6

Caution

Check the tire pressure before riding, and make sure there is no cut, nail or other stiff things on the tire.

Check if the rim is sunken, transformed or needs to be replaced.

Always ensure that all nuts are tighten before driving.

Always replace tires when tread depth is worn to 1/8" (.3 com) or less.

Do not repair the flat tire, or the balance and stability will be influenced and it may lead to overturn.

Little air in tire can affect the steering stability and cause th e hidden trouble, e.g. if the tire can not hold the ground tightly and cause the rim

To beout of the tire, causing it is possible loss and control and leading to death.

Overcharging of air also can cause danger, because it affects the friction and operation.

Hauling Cargo

Your ATV has been designed to carry or tow a certain amount of load. Always read and understand the load distribution warning labels on the

vehicle, and never exceed the weight capacities outlined in the specifications section of the owner's manual and on the safety decals.

Cargo weight should be evenly distributed (1/3 on the front rack and 2/3 on the rear rack) and mounted as low as possible. When operating

over rough or hilly terrain, reduce speed and cargo weight to maintain stable driving conditions. Do not obstruct the headlight beam with

cargo.

Use low forward gear when hauling or towing heavy cargo to extend belt life.

Cargo weight distribution should be 1/3 on the front rack and 2/3 on the rear rack. When operating over rough or hilly terrain,

reduce speed and cargo to maintain stable driving conditions. Carrying loads on one rack only increases the possibility of vehicle overturn

Carrying loads high on the racks raises the center of gravity of the vehicle and creates a less stable operating condition.

Warning

●Driving Safely
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Unsecured loads can create unstable operating conditions, which could result in loss of control of the vehicle.

OPERATE ONLY WITH STABLE AND SAFELY ARRANGED LOADS.

When handling off-centered loads that cannot be centered, securely fasten the load and operate with extra caution. Always attach the tow load

to the hitch point designated for your vehicle.

HEAVY LOADS CAN CAUSE BRAKING AND CONTROL PROBLEMS.

Use extreme caution when applying brakes with a loaded vehicle. Avoid terrain or situations that may require backing downhill.

USE EXTREME CAUTION

when operating with loads that extend over the rack sides. Stability and maneuverability may be adversely

affected, causing the vehicle to overturn.

Do not block the front headlight beam when carrying loads on the front rack.

Do not travel faster than the recommended speeds.

Vehicle should never exceed 15 mph (24km) while towing a load on a level grass surface. Vehicle speed should never exceed 5 mph (8km)

when towing loads in rough terrain, while cornering, or while ascending or descending a hill.

Improper loading on your ATV can make you lose the control of steering or the steady of break, and lead to injury or death.

Never carry cargo when no rear carrier or box are equipped to drive, otherwise accident will happen ,even cause injury or death to rider.

Note:

Your ATV is equipped with a solid rear axle, which drives both rear wheels equally at all times. The wheel on the outside of the turn travels a

greater distance than the inside wheel when turning, and the inside tire slips traction slightly. To turn, steer in the direction of the turn, leaning

your upper body to the inside of the turn while supporting your weight on the outer footpad. This technique alters the balance of traction

between the rear wheels, allowing the turn to be made smoothly. The same leaning technique should be used for turning in reverse.

Practice making turns at slow speeds before attempting to turn at faster speeds.

Turning at sharp angles or at excessive speeds can result in vehicle overturn and lead to serious injury or death. Avoid turning at sharp

angles. Never turn at high speeds.

●

Warning!

Making Turns●

WARNING
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●

●

Driving on slippery surfaces

Warning:

Driving uphill

Warning:

Note:

Whenever riding on slippery surfaces such as wet trails or loose gravel, or during freezing weather, follow these precautions:

1. Slow down when entering slippery areas.

2. Maintain a high level of alertness, reading the trail and avoiding quick, sharp turns, which can cause skids.

3. Correct a skid by turning the handlebars in the direction of the skid and shifting you weight forward.

4.

Failure to exercise care when operation on slippery surfaces can result in loss of tire traction and cause loss of control, accident, and serious

injury or death.

Never apply the brakes during a skid. Do not operate on excessively slippery surfaces. Always reduce speed and use additional caution,

especially when downshifting.

Note:

Whenever traveling uphill, following these precautions:

1. Always travel straight uphill.

2. avoid steep hills( )

3. Keep both feet on the footplates and shift your weight forward.

4. Proceed at a steady rate of speed and throttle opening.

5. Be alert and prepared to take emergency action. This may include quick dismounting of vehicle.

Braking and handling are greatly affected when operating in hilly terrain. Improper procedure could cause loss of control or overturn and

result in serious injury or death.

It may cause loss of control or overturn when operating on hill more than 10 .

If you use AWD on certain models when rear wheels still work, it may destroy the drive axle. Do not use AWD until rear wheels stopped or

lose

15 degree maximum

degree
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Use extreme caution when operating on hills, and follow all procedures outlined in the owner's manual.

Driving across hills

.Avoid crossing the side of a hill when possible. Follow proper procedures as outlined in the owner's manual.

If you enter into a situation where side hilling is unavoidable:

1. Slow down.

2. Lean into the hill, transferring your upper body weight toward the hill while keeping your feet on the footplates.

3. Steer slightly into the hill to maintain vehicle direction.

4. If the vehicle begins to tip, quickly turn the front wheels downhill, if possible, or dismount on the uphill side immediately!

Warning!

Improperly crossing hills or turning on hills can result in loss of control or vehicle overturn, resulting in severe injury or death

Note:

Whenever descending a hill, follow these precautions:

1. Proceed directly downhill.

2. Transfer your weight to the rear of the vehicle.

3. Slow down.

4. Shift to the lowest gear possible while maintaining a safe speed.

5. Apply the foot brake slightly to aid in slowing.

Warning:

Excessive speed can cause loss of control and lead to serious injury or death. Always operate slowly when traveling downhill.

Turning around on a hill

Avoid climbing steep hills ( )

Use extreme caution when operating on hills, and follow proper operation procedures outlined in the owner's manual.

If the vehicle stalls while climbing a hill, never back it down the hill!

One maneuver that can be used when it's necessary to turn around while climbing a hill is the K-turn:

●

●

●

Note:

15 degree maximum

Driving downhill
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Stop ATV, lock the parking brake, and keep your body weight uphill.

Shut off the engine leaving the transmission in gear.

Dismount on the uphill side of the vehicle or on the left side if the vehicle is pointing straight uphill.

Keep ATV uphill, and turn the handlebar to full left.

With the front brakes applied, pull in the clutch lever. Use the brakes to slowly allow the vehicle to roll around to your right until it's pointing

across the hill or slightly downward.

Lock the parking brake, and restart from the direction of uphill; keep your body weight uphill.

Restart the engine with the working transmission system.

Release the parking brake and control the speed with hand brake until ATV reach smooth place.

WARNING:

Improper hill climbing procedures could cause loss of control or overturn and result in serious injury or death.

Note:

Your ATV can operate through water with a maximum recommended depth equal to the level of the foottag. Follow these procedures when

operating through water:

1. Check water depths and current before crossing.

2. Choose a crossing road where both banks have gradual inclines.

3. Proceed slowly, avoiding rocks and obstacles if possible.

4. After crossing, dry the brakes by applying light pressure to the lever until braking action is normal.

5. Avoid operating the vehicle through deep or fast-flowing water. If you cannot avoid water that exceeds the recommended maximum depth,

go slowly, balance your weight carefully, avoid sudden movements, and maintain a slow and steady forward motion. Do not make sudden

turns or stop, and do not make sudden throttle changes.

6. If your vehicle becomes immersed or is operated in water that exceeds the foot peg level, take it to your dealer for service before starting

the engine.

Major engine damage can result if the vehicle is not thoroughly inspected after operation in water.

●

●

Driving through water

Warning!

Driving over obstacles
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Note:

Be alert!

Look ahead and learn to read the terrain you're traveling on. Be constantly alert for hazards such as logs, rocks and low hanging branches

Severe injury or death can result if your vehicle comes in contact with a hidden obstacle. Not all obstacles are immediately visible. Travel

with caution in unfamiliar terrain.

Note:

Follow these precautions when operating in reverse:

1. Avoid move downhill in reversre gear.

2. Move back slowly. Apply the brakes lightly for stopping.

Warning!

Failure to use caution when operating in reverse can result in serious injury or death. Before shifting into reverse, always check for obstacles

or people behind the vehicle.

Avoid parking on an slope if possible. If it's unavoidable, follow these precautions:

illustration. Turn the fuel valve off. parking on slope

Avoid parking on an slope if possible. If it's unavoidable, follow these precautions:

Illustration. Turn the fuel valve off.

Warning!

Driving in Reverse¡

avoid turning at sharp angles; never open the throttle suddenly while backing

parking on slope

●

●

●

Turn the engine off，place the transmission in first gear, lock the parking brake, always block the rear wheels

on the down hill side. See

Turn the engine off，place the transmission in first gear, lock the parking brake, always block the rear wheels

on the down hill side. See
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Careful periodic maintenance will help keep your vehicle in the safest, most reliable condition. Inspection, adjustment and lubrication of

important components are explained in the chart of maintenance and lubrication. .Inspect, clear, lubricate, adjust and replace parts as

Vehicles subjected to severe use must be inspected and serviced more frequently.

Necessary. When inspection reveals the need for replacement parts, use our genuine parts available from your

dealer.。

Periodic Maintenance Chart●
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●Maintenance and Lubrication

Mixing brands or using a non-recommended oil may cause serious engine damage.

Start the engine and let it idle for 20 to 30 seconds

Stop the engine and remove the dipstick Wipe it dry with a clean cloth

Reinstall the dipstick completely. The dipstick must be screwed completely to keep the angle and depth of the stick consistent.

If the ATV is used year-round, check the oil level frequently. A rising oil level could indicate the accumulation of contaminates such as water

or excess fuel in the bottom of the oil tank. Please replace immediately if the oil level is under the limit.

Position the vehicle on a level surface Clean the area around the oil tank and crankcase

Run the engine for two to three minutes until warm, then stop the engine

Place a drain pan beneath the oil tank and remove the drain plug, allow the oil to drain completely

Reinstall the drain plug and infuse 1 L from dipstick.

Run the engine for 20 to 30 seconds, then turn off and drain.

Add fresh standard lubrication oil about 0.8L

●

！

The dipstick(1) is located on the right side of the engine。

。

Remove the dipstick and check the oil level。Maintain the oil level between the full and add marks. Do not

overfill

。 。

。

！

Lubrication Recommendations

CAUTION

Caution

WARNING

●

●

Engine oil Level

oil change

All Season synthetic engine oil of our company has been specially formulated for use in 4-cycle engines

It's a fully synthetic, high performance, multi-viscosity oil designed to provide the ultimate in lubrication performance and
protection. You also can use the lubrication oil with the SE certificate under the 5W-15W/40,
though it is recommended only for the Use in engine.
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Please make sure the drain plug be is tightened after the change of oil

It will cause a great damage on the engine when you start engine without gasoline.

Position the ATV on a level surface, start the engine and let it idle

Clean the transmission chain

Daub the transmission chain and wheels with cloth or brush using the specified lubrication oil.

Please replace the chain and sprocket wheel at the same time when they have been worn deeply.

Short of lubrication oil may accelerate the abrasion between chain and sprocket and then separated, it may cause loss of control and result in

severe injury or death.

The chain lack of the lubrication will accelerate the abrasion between chain and chain wheels, cause severe injury and death

The engine cooling system plays an important role in the cooling system.

The model of vehicle is air cooling.

The insufficiency of the machine oil will cause the adverse performance of the radiator, thus frequently inspect and complement when need.

●

●

The lubrication of transmission chain

Cooling System Maintenance.

CAUTION

WARNING

CAUTION:
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●

The braking system plays a great role in the safety of riding, thus its maintenance is very important

The rear brakes are hydraulic disc brakes, and activated by the brake lever. The rear brakes are self- adjusting.

Some checking processes for sound braking condition are listed in the following.

Never store or use any brake fluid, it is hygroscopic and will immediately absorb the aquosity in the air, the

moisture will make the brake fluid

boiling and dripping, cause the failure of the brake system. Desert a part of the useless after opening a bottle

of brake fluid.

Check to see there is no leakage from the system

Check the overuse of the brake.

Check the braking pads for wear, immediately change if need

Replace the brake disc when it has been worn to 3mm

Check the brake main cylinder for proper oil level,

The replacement of the braking pads should be performed by your dealer.

WARNING!

One overcharged oil-tank may have the break overloaded or automatic locked, this would cause a serious injure and

death. Please keep the

breaking-oil on the proposal lever and do not overflow.

Severe injury or death can result from riding ATV under the condition of without brake, or inferior brake

performance.

THE MAINTENANCE OF F&R WHEELS

The maintenance of braking system.

CAUTION:

Keep proper tire pressure as described on the ATV decal and in the owner's manual. Make sure the wheels are

installed properly

Always replace tires when tread depth is worn to≤3mm.

The F&R wheel nuts is the key parts in the vehicle, please do not dismantle or install yourself

Tire pressure should be check before you ride while the tires are cold, check the tires for cuts, embedded nails,

or other sharp objects.

Check the rims for dents or deformation.

Do not attempt to patch a damaged tire or inner tube, otherwise wheel balance and tyre reliability may be

impaired

Improper tire inflation will cause abnormal tread wear and create a safety hazard.

●

CAUTION:
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Operating your ATV with worn tires, improperly inflat tires, non-standard tires or improperly installed tires

will affect vehicle operating and

could cause an accident resulting in serious injury or death.

Improperly installed wheels can adversely affect tire wear and vehicle handling, which can result in serious

injury or death. Never install the

rim with the valve stem to the inside of the vehicle. Always ensure that all nuts are torqued to specification.

●

Please never use non-recommended spark plugs,Spark plug recommended: Proper Electrode Gap: 0.6-0.7mm.

spark plug removal

Disconnect the spark plug cap from the spark plug

Clean the spark plug . Remove the spark plug using the plug wrench containing in the tool kit.

Inspect the electrodes and center for deposits, erosion or carbon fouling, if the erosion or deposit is heavy,

replace the plug. Clean a carbon or

wet-fouled plug with a plug cleaner, or use a wire brush.

Install spark plug in the reverse order of removal, please use recommended plug, max torque is 24N.m

Judgment

The normal insulator tip is grey, tan or light brown. There will be few combustion deposits. The electrodes are

not burned or eroded. This

indicates the proper type and heat range for the engine and the service.

A white insulator tip indicates overheating, caused by use of an improper spark plug or incorrect carburetion

adjustments

The wet fouled insulator tip is black. A damp oil film covers the firing end. There may be a carbon layer over

the entire nose. Generally, the

electrodes are not worn. General causes of fouling are excessive oil, use of non-recommended oil, improper use of

the choke, or incorrect

carburetion adjustment.

WARNING!

Spark plug maintenance

A7RTC
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WARNING!

Using non-recommended spark plugs may result in serious engine damage

Please wear protective gloves when removing a spark plug for inspection to avoid the serious burns caused from

the hot exhaust system and

engine.

●Air cleaner maintenance

The air cleaner should be cleaned at least once every 30-day's drive. Service more frequently when riding in

unusually wet or dusty areas.

Unlatch and remove the seat, release the two airbox cover clip.

Wash the filter element in clean, nonflammable or high flash point solvent and let it dry

Reinstall the air cleaner in the reverse order of removal

：

Never use gasoline or low flash point solvents for cleaning the filter element, otherwise, a fire or explosion

could result.

It is forbidden to start the engine without the air cleaner core, or premature wear of the piston and cylinder

may produce.

Make sure the air cleaner core is intact, please replace if needed.

Caution
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●Battery

When installing a new battery, make sure it's fully charged prior to its initial use. Using a new battery that

has not been fully charged can

damage the battery and result in a shorter life. It can also hinder vehicle performance.

When the vehicle is placed in storage for three months or more, the battery should be removed and stored in dark

、 cool, dry place. Test and

recharge the battery monthly and before using again.

Use a voltmeter or multimeter to measure DC voltage. Fully charged battery will register 12.8 V or higher.

If the voltage is less than 12.8volts, recharge it.

Never plain tap water to a battery, it can ruin a battery because of the minerals in it. Only fill distilled

water as plain water.

CAUTION:

State of Charge

100%

75%--100%

50%--75%

25%--50%

0%--25%

Voltage

12.813.0 v

12.512.8 v

12.012.5 v

11.512.0 v

11.5 volts or less

Action

None, check at 3 months
from date of manufacture

May need slight charge,
if no charge given,
check in 3 months

Needs charge

Needs charge

Needs charge

Charge time

No required

3-6 hours

5-11 hours

At least 13 hours,
verify state of charge

At least 20 hours

An overheated battery could explode,

causing

severe injury or death. Always watch

charging

times carefully.

Stop charging if the battery becomes

very warm

to the touch. Allow it to cool before

resuming

charging.

Improperly connecting or

disconnecting battery

cables can result in an explosion and

cause

serious injury or death. When removing

Warning!
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Cleaning

Keep your vehicle clean will not only improve its appearance but also it can also extend the life of various

components.

The best and safest way to clean the vehicle is with a garden hose and a pail of mild soap and water. Use a

professional -type washing cloth,

cleaning the upper body first and the lower parts last. Rinse with clean water frequently. Dry surfaces with a

chamois to prevent water spots.

If a high pressure water system is used for cleaning (not recommended), exercise extreme caution. Avoid directing

the water stream at the

following items: Transmission seals, Cab and body panels, Brakes and Labels and Decals.

CAUTION:

Grease all zerk fitting immediately after washing. Allow the engine to run for a while to evaporate any water that

may have entered the engine

or exhaust system.

Avoid the use of automotive products, some of which can scratch the finish of your vehicle.

WARNING:

Certain products, including insect repellents and chemicals, will damage plastic surface. Do not allow these types

of products to contact the

vehicle.

When the vehicle will be in long period of storage, do the procedure as following.

Rinse with clean water, towel surfaces to prevent water spot and recline it for several hours.

Drain out all gasoline in the fuel tank, and daub antirust on the interior of fuel tank.

Unscrew the oil nail and drain out of gasoline in the carburetor, and then screw the oil nail tightly.

Taking of the spark plug, infusing about 10ml engine oil in the cylinder, electrically start the engine, the

●Cleaning, Storage and Transportation of the vehicle.

STORAGE
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engine oil will come into the piston

Ring and form a protective membrane in the cylinder.

Inspect and clean or replace the pre-cleaner and air filter, Clean the air box and drain the sediment tube.

Inspect the following fluid level and change if necessary: front and rear gear cases; transmission and brake fluid

(change every two years or as

required if fluid look dark or contaminated).

Inspect all cables and lubricate. Follow lubrication guidelines in the Maintenance Section of the service or

owner's manual to completely

grease and lubricate the entire vehicle with Premium All Season Grease.

The battery should be removed, stored out of the sun in a cool, dry place alone. When removing the battery, always

disconnect the negative

(black) cable first.

Apply anti-rust lubricating oil to the drive chain.

Apply lubricating oil to front suspension, rear axle and rear fork.

Routinely and liberally apply a weather resistant wax to each polished chrome part.

Set the tire pressure and safely support the ATV with the tires 30-40mm off the ground. Be sure the storage area

is well ventilated, and cover

the machine with a genuine ATV cover.

Do not use plastic or coated material. They do not allow enough ventilation to prevent condensation, and may

promote corrosion and

oxidation.

Make sure clean the fuel tank with gasoline and refill the fresh gasoline while restoring the vehicle.

Please make sure recharge the battery before installing the battery.

Check lubrication of all movement parts when restoring the vehicle. Lubricate if necessary.

When you start to use vehicle after a long period of storage, eliminate any lubrication remaining in the engine,

then to lubricate again after

cleaning engine with kerosene.

Follow these procedures when transporting the vehicle.

NOTE:

Transporting the ATV●
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●TROUBLE SHOOTING

See your dealer, or go to a professional repair shop when your vehicle is out of work. Also you may solve some

simple problems yourself according to the solution below.
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A hot exhaust system and engine can cause serious burns, please wait for engineer and exhaust system cooling to

room temperature for

inspection and repair.

Use a garden hose to flush any debris from the radiator fins.

Warning!
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Dimensions

E

.
. .

Weight specification

.

.
.
. .

.

.

.
.

Fuel specification

parameters
Overall length 1080 mm Battery 12V 6 5 Ah
Overall width 670 mm Break/tailor light 12V 1 4W/0 5W
Overall height 770 mm Neutral indicator 12V
Axle base 700 mm Fuse 15A
Mini ground clearance 95 mm Structure

Engine type/model Single cylinders,
Gross vehicle weight 68 kg wind cooling, four stroke.
Max. Gross weight 80 kg Cylinder capacity 49 456ml
Immobile parameter Cylinder diameter Journey 39mm×41.4mm
Minimum turning Diameter 5.5 m Compression proportion 8 8:1
Fuel capacity 2 75 L Ignition Mode CDI
Lubrication capacity 0 8 Rated power 2 2Kw(7500r/min)
Front tire size 145/70-6 Max. Torque 3 0N.m(6000)r/min
Rear tire size 145/70-6 Lubrication pressure splash
Front tire air pressure kpa Starting mode electric
Rear tire air pressure kpa Clutch mode Automatic clutch
Transmission chain drive centrifugal-wet multiple piece
Absorber spring hydraulic absorber Engine oil SE 15W/40lubrication oil
Primary engine transmission rate 4 058
Final transmission rate 2 643
Engine gearshift transmission rate first gear 1 35

Fuel 92#gas
Parking

×

L

Front drum brake rear disc brake: :

lectronical

27.6~68.9

27.6~68.9



Electrical principle diagram
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��

S/N

�	
��

Part No.
Description �	
� Part name

��

Quantity

1 608411 REAR SHOCK ABSORBER ���� 1

2 608338 GUARD ��� 1

3 608393 FRAME ASSY ������ 1

4 610556 HEXANGULAR BOLT M10 1.25 115 ���� "#M10 1.25 115 2

5 608385 F/L SWING ARM $*+� 1

6 608449 FRAME PLUG ��<= 2

7 610358 HEXANGULAR BOLT M8 16 ���� "#M8 16 2

8 608391 FRONT SHOCK ABSORBER $��� 2

9 610372 LOCK NUT，HEXANGULAR FLANGE M10 1.25 ��?@Z[\"]M10 1.25 6

10 610350 HEXANGULAR BOLT M10 1.25 50 ���� "#M10 1.25 50 6

11 608403 SUPPORT FOOTEST ^_`� 1

12 608386 F/R SWING ARM ${+� 1

13 608435 SUPPORT BODY COVER �|`� 1

FRAME ASSEMBLY

�	
}~ PART CATELAG
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� �

S / N

� 	 
 � �

P a r t N o .
D e s c r i p t i o n � 	 
 �  P a r t n a m e

� �

Q u a n t i t y

1 6 0 8 3 3 6 M A I N C A B L E C O M P � � � 1

2 6 0 8 3 1 4 A I R F I L T E R � � � 1

3 6 0 8 4 5 4 B O L T M 6 2 5 � � � " # M 6 2 5 2

4 6 0 8 2 9 7 C A R B U R E T O R A S S Y � � � � � 1

5 6 0 7 9 3 0 P L U M B A G O C U S H I O N � � � � � � 1

6 6 0 7 9 3 1 P L A S T I C G A S K E T， I N L E T T U P E � � � < � 1

7 6 0 7 9 3 2 R I N G， I N L E T T U P E � � � < � � � � 1

8 6 0 7 9 2 8 I N L E T T U B E � � � 1

9 6 0 8 4 5 5 B O L T M 6 2 0 � � � " # M 6 2 0 2

1 0 6 0 8 3 0 3 W A T E R T U B E ф 4 *ф 8 * 1 8 0 m m � � � ф 4 *ф 8 * 1 8 0 m m 1

1 1 6 0 8 3 0 1 W A T E R T U B E ф 4 *ф 8 * 1 5 0 m m � � � ф 4 *ф 8 * 1 5 0 m m 1

1 2 6 0 8 3 0 0 W A T E R T U B E ф 4 *ф 8 * 2 2 0 m m � � � ф 4 *ф 8 * 2 2 0 m m 1

1 3 6 0 8 3 0 2 W A T E R T U B E ф 9 *ф 1 3 * 2 3 0 + 3 0 m m � � � ф 9 *ф 1 3 * 2 3 0 + 3 0 m m 1

1 4 6 0 8 3 0 5 W A T E R T U B E ф 9 *ф 1 3 * 2 3 0 + 3 0 m m � � � ф 9 *ф 1 3 * 2 3 0 + 3 0 m m 1

1 5 6 0 8 3 1 1 L E A D I N G P I P E , I N L E T � � � � � �

1 6 6 0 8 2 2 9 M O T O R A S S Y � � � � � 1

1 7 6 0 8 4 5 7 H E X A N G U L A R B O L T M 6 1 2 � � � �  " # M 6 1 2 2

1 8 6 0 8 4 9 2 S T E E L W I R E N I P φ 7 � � � φ 7 6

1 9 6 0 8 4 9 1 S T E E L W I R E N I P φ 1 2 � � � φ 1 2 1 0

2 0 6 0 8 3 0 7 W A T E R T U B E φ 9 *φ 1 5 * ( 4 0 + 1 0 0 + 5 0 ) m m � � � φ 9 *φ 1 5 * ( 4 0 + 1 0 0 + 5 0 ) m m 1

2 1 6 0 8 3 1 3 S E P A R A T O R , O I L A N D A I R � � � � 1

2 2 6 0 8 3 0 4 W A T E R T U B E φ 9 *φ 1 5 * 3 4 0 m m � � � φ 9 *φ 1 5 * 3 4 0 m m 1

2 3 6 0 8 2 9 9 H I G H T E M P E R A T U R E T U B Eф 9 *ф 1 5 * 1 1 5 + 4 5 m m � � � ф 9 *ф 1 5 * 1 1 5 + 4 5 m m 1

2 4 6 0 8 3 1 2 S E C O N D - T I M E D I N L E T �   ¡ � ¢ 1

2 5 6 0 8 3 2 6 S T A R T I N G R E L A Y £ � ¤ � � 1

2 6 6 0 8 4 5 6 B O L T M 6 1 6 � � � " # M 6 1 6 2

2 7 6 1 0 5 0 7 I G N I T I O N C O I L ¥ ¦ § � 1

2 8 6 0 8 3 3 3 C D I ¥ ¦ � 1

2 9 6 0 8 3 2 7 R E G U L A T O R ¨ © ª « � 1

3 0 6 0 8 4 5 6 B O L T M 6 1 6 � � � " # M 6 1 6 2

3 1 6 0 8 3 2 9 B A T T E R Y A S S Y ¬ �  1

3 2 6 0 8 4 9 4 N U T M 1 0 " ] M 1 0 2

3 3 6 0 8 4 3 9 H E X A N G U L A R A X L E M 1 0 * 1 . 2 5 * 1 5 5 � � � ® M 1 0 * 1 . 2 5 * 1 5 5 2

3 4 6 0 8 3 2 1 C H A I N ¯ ° 1

3 5 6 0 8 3 1 6 M U F F L E R A S S Y ± ² � 1

3 6 6 0 8 4 6 2 H E X A N G U L A R B O L T M 8 1 6 � � � �  " # M 8 1 6 1

3 7 6 0 8 4 5 9 H E X A N G U L A R B O L T M 6 2 0 � � � �  " # M 6 2 0 2

3 8 6 0 8 3 3 9 T E L E C O N T R O L E M E R G E N C Y S T O P ³ ´ µ ¦ � 1

E N G I N E & W I R I N G A S S E M B L Y

� 	 
 } ~ P A R T C A T E L A G
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��

S/N

�	
��

Part No.
Desc ription �	
� Part name

��

Quantity

1 608423 SEAT CUSHI ON ¶� 1

2 608334 REAR REFLEC TOR �·¸� 2

3 608341 REAR LAMP A SSY ¹º�� 1

4 608463 HEXANGULAR BOLT M8 20 ���� "#M8 20 6

5 608482 SCRE W M5*16 »¼½Z¾¿À�"Á M5*16 4

6 608473 WASHER BIG φ5 Â��φ5 4

7 608450 PA D φ5 <Â��φ5 4

8 608399 LEFT FOO TREST PEDAL *Ã^Ä 1

9 608483 SCRE W M6*16 »¼½Z¾¿À�"Á M6* 16 8

10 608474 WASHER BIG φ6 Â��φ6 10

11 608450 PA D φ6 <Â��φ6 10

12 608436 COVER BOD Y �| 1

13 608344 IG NITION SWITC H LOCK ¥¦»Å[ 1

14 608484 SCRE W M6*20 »¼½Z¾¿À�"Á M6* 20 4

15 608478 NUT, HEXANGULAR F LANGE M6 �Æ"] M6 2

16 608489 SCREW 3.5* 16 ÇÈ"Á ST3.5 *16 2

17 608444 T OOLS É�ÊË 1

18 608401 RI GHT FOOTREST PEDAL {Ã^Ä 1

19 608428 FUEL SWITCH Ì�»Å 1

20 608427 FUEL TANK A SSY �Í�� 1

21 608460 HEX ANGULAR BOLT M6 30 ���� "#M6 30 2

22 608340 HEAD L IGHT ASSY $Îº�� 1

23 608345 CAP, FUEL TANK �ÍÏ 1

24 608425 MAST ÐÑ 1

COVERIN G FARTS ASS EMBLY(3)

�	
}~ PART CATELAG
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��

S/N

�	
��

Part No.
Description �	
� Part name

��

Quantity

1 608357 REAR TYRE �ÒÓ 2

2 608396 REAR ARM ASSEMBLY ÂÔ�� 1

3 608398 CHAIN ADJUSTOR ¯°¨Õ� 1

4 608457 HEXANGULAR BOLT M6 12 ���� "#M6 12 14

5 608351 AIR CHAIN MOUTH �Ö× 2

6 608448 DUSTPROOF RUBBER BOOT �ØÙÚ 2

7 608480 LOCK NUT，HEXANGULAR FLANGE M10 1.25 ��?@Z[\"]M10 1.25 8

8 608356 SPROCKET WHEEL ¯Ò 1

9 608322 REAR AXLE ASSY �Û�� 1

10 610521 REAR BRAKE DISC �ÜÝ 1

11 608355 REAR TYRE HUB �ÒÞ 2

REAR WHEEL ASSEMBLY

�	
}~ PART CATELAG
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��

S/N

�	
��

Part No.
Description �	
� Part name

��

Quantity

1 608351 AIR CHAIN MOUTH �Ö× 2

2 608354 FRONT TYRE $ÒÓ 2

3 608487 PIN COTTER 2.5 30 »ßà2.5 30 2

4 610367 PLAT WASHER Â�� 2

5 608481 NUT M14 "]M14 2

6 608383 RIGHT STEERING PARTS *áâÕ	
 1

7 608366 STEERING TIED-ROD COMP *áâãÑä
 1

8 608450 PLAT WASHER Â�� 4

9 608472 SPRING WASHER 10 å�10 4

10 608480 NUT M10 "]M10 4

11 608485 PIN COTTER 2 20 »ßà2 20 4

12 608366 STEERING TIED-ROD COMP {áâãÑä
 1

13 608383 RIGHT STEERING PARTS {áâÕ	
 1

14 608360 FRONT HUB COVER ${æ�Ï�� 1

15 608477 NUT M10 "]M10 8

16 608359 LEFT BRAKE,FRONT $*æ��ç 1

17 608359 RIGHT BRAKE,FRONT ${æ��ç 1

18 608360 FRONT-LEFT BRAKE $*æ�Ï�� 1

19 608353 FRONT TYRE HUB $ÒÞ 2

20 608384 CROSS JOINT COVER áâÕ�ØÏ 2

21 608448 DUSTPROOF RUBBER BOOT �ØÙÚ 2

FRONT WHEEL ASSEMBLY

�	
}~ PART CATELAG
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��

S/N

�����

Part No.
Description ����	 Part name 
� Quantity

1 608368 REAR DISC BRAKE ASSY ���� 1

2 608347 LEFT HANDLEBAR SWITCH ����� 1

3 608413 HANDLE BAR ��� 1

4 608452 LEFT LEVER ��� 2

5 608380 WIRE CLIP OF STEERING STEM ����� 1

6 608379 STEERING ROD CLIP ����� 2

7 608382 GASKET,HANDLE BAR CLIP ���� ! 2

8 608374 STEERING STEM CLIP WASHER ����" 1

9 608442 BUSH，STEERING STEMф13 ф9 39 %&ф13 ф9 39 1

10 608453 BOLT M8 50 '()*+ M8 50 2

11 608467 HEXANGULAR BOLT M8 60 '():;*+ M8 60 4

12 608373 CLIP，HANDLE BAR ����� 2

13 608375 HELEE,HANDLE UNDER ����< 2

14 608415 BUSH HANDLE BAR PROTECT =>& 1

15 608349 RIGHT HANDLE COMP ?�@J� 1

16 608377 STEERING STEM ��� 1

17 608418 FRONT BRAKE CABLE （L） \�]^_` 1

18 608420 FRONT BRAKE CABLE （R） \?]^_` 1

19 608421 CABLE，THROTTLE bd� 1

20 608381 COPPER SHEATHING f& 1

21 608475 WASHER ф10 "!ф10 1

22 608470 CONE SLOT OF OPEN NUT MODEL M10 �g*hM10 1

23 608486 PIN CUTTER 2*30 �kl 2*30 1

24 503311-0002 COLUMN DIRECTION BLOCK LIMIT ���qvw 1

FRONT FORK ASSEMBLY

���xz PART CATELAG
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E-2 {|)}J~＆�{� Cylinder Head＆Intake Pipe

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
� � � � 	 Description


 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

1 610403 {|)�} Cylinder Head Cover 1

2 610404 {|)�}� " Gasket Cyl, inder Head Cover 1

3 610408 {d} Cover Val, ve 2

4 610047 {d}O �! 30.8 3.2 O Ring-     30.8 3.2 2

5 610405 {|)��} L Cover Cy.     , linder Head 1

6 610406 |)��}� " Gasket Cyl, inder Head Light Cover 1

7 610415 {|)?�}J~ R Cover As. sy Cylin, der Head 1

8 610407 |)?�}� " Gasket Cyl, inder Head Right Cover 1

9 610004 �{�� " Gasket Int, ake Pipe 1

10 610383 �{� Intake Pipe 1 5B

11 610006 �{����" O�!25 .4 2 .5 O Ring- 25.4 2. 5 1
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E-2 {|)}J~＆�{� Cylinder Head＆Intake Pipe

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
� � � � 	 Description


 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

12 610005 �{����" Gasket Car, buretor 1

13 610052 }�*h�"! Washer 3

14 610051 }�*hf"! Washer 1

15 610055 �"!Φ6 Washer 1

16 610054 �*+ 6M 110 Long Bolt M6 110 1

17 610050 }�*h 6M Crown Nut 4

18 610219 ?}*+ 6 20M Bolt 2

19 610211 *+ 6 25M Bolt M6 25 2

20 610212 *+ 6 30M Bolt M6 30 2
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E-3 ��� ＆ {d Camshaft ＆ Valve

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
� � � � 	 Description


 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

1 610428 ���J~ Camshaft Comp. 1

2 610434 {d�� Rocker Arm,Valve 2

3 610435 ��� Arm Shaft 2

4 610106 {d��*� Adjusting Screw Va, lve 2

5 610107 {d��*h Adjusting Nut Val, ve 2

6 610432 �{d Exhaust Valve 1

7 610433 ¡{d Intake Valve 1

8 610103 ¢b£J~ Oil Guard comp 2

9 610100 {d¤¥¦<! Washer Out, er Spring 2

10 610099 {d¤¥¦ Outer Spring 2

11 610098 {d§¥¦ Inner Spring 2

12 610101 {d¥¦< Spring Seat,Valve 2

13 610102 {d¨© Valve Lock 4
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E-4 ª«¬ ＆ ®¯° Timing Chain ＆ Tensioner

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
� � � � 	 Description


 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

1 610080 ª«±^¬� Timing Driven Sprocket 1

2 610429 ª«¬J~ Timing Chain Rolli, ng 1 82/84�

3 610092 ¬®¯�J~ Tensioner Arm Comp,Chain 1

4 610087 ¬®¯²� Tensioner Roller Comp Chain. 1

5 610091 ¬®¯�³� Shaft cha, in Tensioner 1

6 610086 ¬®¯´¥¦ Spring Ch， ain Tensioner Rod 1

7 610095 ¬®¯´J~ Chain Tensioner Rod Comp 1

8 610088 ¬µ�²� Rolling Wheel Comp ，Chain 1

9 610090 ¬µ�²�³�"¶ Φ8 Washer Φ8 1

10 610089 ¬µ�²�³� Pin Shaft 1

11 610118 b·¸^¬�J~ Driven Sprocket Comp Oil P, ump 1

12 610108 b·¬�� Sprocket Shaft，Oil Pump 1

13 610093 � *+ Plug Seal, 1

14 610094 � *+"¶ Washer 1

15 610055 "¶ Φ6.5 Washer Φ6.5 1

16 610081 ª«*+ 5 12M Bolt M5 12 3

17 610220 *+ 6 16M Bolt M6 16 1
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E-5 ?¹�º} Right Crankcase Cover

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
� � � � 	 Description


 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

1 610397 ?¹�º} Cover R Cr, . ankcase 1 »¼½

2 610398 ?¹�º}� " Gasket R C, . rankcase Cover 1

3 610235 ¾vl8 12 Pin Dowel, Φ8 12 2

4 610149 �¿*� 8M Adjuster Screw Φ 8M 1

5 610032 ÀÁ�© Clip High, Voltage Wire 1

6 610151 O�!8 1 .8 O Ring-    , Φ8 1.8 1

7 610152 Â"!Φ8 Washer, Φ8 1

8 610150 *h 8M Nut M8 1

9 610007 ÃbÄ Oil Ruler 1

10 610033 O�� ! 18 3.5 O Ring- Φ18 3.5 1

11 610489 *+ 6 55M Bolt M6 55 1 GB T/ 5787-2000

12 610221 *+ 6 65M Bolt M6 65 1 GB T/ 5787-2000

13 610490 *+ 6 85M Bolt M6 85 1 GB T/ 5787-2000

14 610491 *+ 6 40M Bolt M6 40 5 GB T/ 5787-2000
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E-6 Å~° Clutch

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
� � � � 	 Description


 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

1 610445 Æ^Ç Primary Driving Gear 1

2 610447 ÈÉ±^Ç�J~ Driven Gear .Comp 1

3 610458 Æ^Ç£ÊJ~ Clutch Outer Cover Comp. 1

4 610450 ËÌ&"! Washer 1

5 610457 Æ^;J~ Drive Plate .Comp 1

6 610454 Í}� " Gasket Clu, tch End Cover 2

7 610453 Í} End Cover 1

8 610487 *� 5 8M Bolt M5 8 3

9 610446 Æ^Ç�§& Collar 1

10 610448 &! Grommet 1

11 608124 ¢!φ17 Cirlip 1

12 608128 Ïbµ�¥¦ Spring Oil, Guide Pipe 1

13 608126 Ïbµ� Pipe Oil, Guide Pipe 1

14 608122 ÐÑ"! Stopper Washer 1

15 608136 �"! Disk Washer 1

16 608134 Ò*h Nut 1
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E-7 �¹�º} ＆ ÓÔÃ Left Crankcase Cover ＆ Magneto

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
� � � � 	 Description


 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

1 607959 �¹�º\} Left Crankcase Cover Fr,  . 1

2 608233 Õ��� Flywheel Assy 1

3 608235 ¾��� Stator Assy 1

4 607961 �¹�º\}� " Gasket L C, . rankcase Cover 1

5 608279 ¾vl Φ8 12 Locating Pin Φ8 12 2

6 607960 �¹�º�} Rear Cover Left C（ rankcase） 1

7 607965 O�! Φ13 .8 2.5 O Ring- Φ13.8 2.5 1

8 607962 Ö×Ø} View Cover(Small) 1

9 607964 O�!Φ27.4 2.4 O Ring- Φ27.4 2.4 1

10 607966 Û×Ø} View Cover(Big) 1
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E-7 �¹�º} ＆ ÓÔÃ Left Crankcase Cover ＆ Magentic Motor

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
� � � � 	 Description


 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

11 608049 *h 10M Nut M10 1

12 608244 *+ 6 16M Bolt M6 16 2

13 608264 *+ 6 28M Bolt M6 28 2

14 608265 *+ 6 32M Bolt M6 32 2

15 608266 *+ 6 50M Bolt M6 50 1

16 608249 *+ 6 65M Bolt M6 65 1

17 608259 *+ 6 16M Bolt M6 16 1

18 607963 Á�Ü Press Plate 1

19 608247 *+ 5 16M Bolt M5 16 2
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E-8 ¹�º ＆ Ãb· Crankcase ＆ Oil Pump

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
� � � � 	 Description


 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

1 607952 �¹�ºJ~ Left Crankase Comp. 1

2 607957 ?¹�ºJ~ Right Crankase Comp. 1

3 607935 ¹�º� " Gasket Cr, ankase Comp. 1

4 608276 ¾vl 10 14 Locating Pin 10 14 2

5 607955 Ï{�© Clamp 1

6 607953 Ï{� Air Pipe 1

7 607948 Ýb*Þ"¶ Washer 1

8 607947 Ýb*Þ Releasing Screw Oil, 1

9 607946 ßà�© Clip Pipe 1

10 607937 á)*+A Bolt A Stud, 2

11 607939 á)*+B Bolt B Stud, 2

12 607950 Ãbâãä Filter Screen Oil, 1

13 608095 b·¬��& Bush Sprocket 1

14 608097 Ãb·� " Gasket Oil, Pump 1

15 608099 Ãb·J~ Oil Pump 1
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E-8 ¹�º ＆ Ãb· Cankcase ＆ Oil Pump

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
� � � � 	 Description


 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

16 608105 b·¸^� Oil Pump Driving Shaft 1

17 608107 b·Êå Oil Pump Body 1

18 608109 b·}Ü Cover Oil, Pump 1

19 608111 b·}%" Gasket 1

20 608101 §Õ� Inner Rotor,Pump 1

21 608103 ¤Õ� Outer Rotor,Pump 1

22 105106-002 b·¬��&Ⅰ Bush Sprocket 1 çèéêëì

íîï

23 608252 *� 5 10M Bolt M5 10 3

24 608250 *� 6 1 6M Bolt M6 1 6 2

25 608253 *� 6 22M Bolt M6 22 1

26 608266 *+ 6 50M Bolt M6 50 1

27 608267 *+ 6 60M Bolt M6 60 2

28 608261 *+ 6 65M Bolt M6 65 4

29 607954 Ï{��©¦ Clip Brea, ther Tube 1
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E-9¹� ðÞ\ CANKSHAFT＆ PISTON

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
� � � � 	 Description


 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

1 608039 ¹@ò´�� Crankshaft Assy 1

2 608051 �¹@ Left Crankshaft 1

3 608056 ?¹@ Right Crankshaft 1

4 608041 ò´ Conect Rod, 1

5 608046 ¹@l Pin 1

6 608044 óÒÌ Key 1

7 608020 ðÞ Piston 1

8 608023 ðÞl Piston Pin 1

9 608026 ðÞl¢! Circlip 2

10 608028 ðÞôõô、÷ô Piston Ring 1

11 608054 ª«Æ^¬� Timing Driving Gear 1

12 608048 Û)²ø�ù Roller Bearing 1

13 608287 �ù6304 Bearing 2

14 608033 bôJ~ Oil Ring Comp
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E-10 Æ�&û� Mainshaft & Counter Shaft

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
� � � � 	 Description


 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

1 608163 Æ� Main Shaft 1

2 608170 Æ�¢! Collar 1

3 608164 Æ^Ç� Driving Gear 1

4 608171 Ðü"! Stopper Washer 1

5 608286 �ù6203 Bearing 6203 2

6 608174 û� Counter Shaft 1

7 608178 û�¢! Collar 1

8 608181 ±^Ç� Driven Gear 1

9 608176 ÐÑ"! Stopper Washer 1

10 608289 �ù6201 Bearing 6201 1

11 608288 �ù6001 Bearing 6001 2

12 608192 b 17 29 5 Oil Seal 17 29 5 1

13 608187 Æ^¬� Driving Sprocket 1

14 608188 Æ^¬�ý¾Ü Locating Plate 1

15 608248 *+ 6 8M Bolt M6 8 2



E-11 Ôþ^Ãÿ Electric Starting Unit

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
� � � � 	 Description


 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

1 608237 þ^ÔÃ Starting Motor Assy 1

2 608242 *+ 6 50M Bolt M6 50 3

3 607949 O�!5.8 1.9 O Ring-     5.8 1.9 2

4 607943 O�!107 2 O Ring-     107 2 1

5 607941  b; Cover 1

6 608254 *+ 6 16M Bolt M6 1 6 2

7 608064 ¬®¯w Tensioner,Starting Chain 1

8 607944  b;b 30 42 5 Oil Seal 30 42 5 1

9 608224 ;�Ç�J~ Starting Sproket Comp. 1

10 608066 ¬µ�w Guide Sta, rting Chain 1

11 608225 þ^¬（62�） Starting Chain (62Nos) 1
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E-11 Ôþ^Ãÿ Electric Starting Unit

� �

Ref．No

� � � � �

Part No.
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 �

Quantity

� �

Remark

12 608222 ¬�ÁÜ Retainer 1

13 608243 *+ 6 12M Bolt M6 12 1

14 608226 ¬�b 18 .9 30 5 Oil Seal 18.9 30 5 1

15 608214 ��Å~°�� Starting Clutch Assy 1

16 608257 (§'()*� M8 20 Bolt M8 20 1

17 608215 ²�¥¦ Spring 3

18 608216 ¥¦& Spring Circlip 3

19 608219 ²� Roller 3

20 608218 ��Å~°�åJ~ Body Comp., Starting Clutch 1

21 608220 "! Washer 1

22 608217 ¾vl Locating Pin 1
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